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Here's my goal for you in this book:
1. Catch your attention and focus it on why Strategists are important in your organization.
2. Share my top 5 "Strategic Planning Failures" - my hit-list on stumbling blocks that you can
avoid!
3. Key Learnings - I'll pull out each Key Learning in each section, highlight them, and then
recap them at the end.
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I've included impactful stories for each of my major points. These are real stories, and have
happened to clients of mine; often these stories are the reason my clients sought me out.
My hope is, with this book, you'll be in a better position to be able to sidestep these issues.

PRODUCT + CUSTOMER = SUCCESS
Before anything else, let's start with this one question:
Isn't it enough to just finish a product, launch it, and get some customers?
Simply put: No.
Just having a product and a customer does not make a business, nor guarantee success. A
client of mine initially sought me out due to a foreseeable surprise in their business model they were having serious cashflow issues.
A great product without the right business strategy could lead to disaster.
Here's the story about how they stumbled onto this challenge:
They had an amazing idea for a new product; they built it, tested it, and built a business
around it. Then they elected to pursue grocery stores as their primary customer. Because the
product was exceptional, and enticingly priced, they had no trouble finding buyers. The
grocery stores loved it!

HAVE THE RIGHT STRATEGY IN
PLACE BEFORE YOU SETTLE ON
YOUR BUSINESS MODEL
They'd built the product. They had customers. Success! Right?
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Not quite...
Often Startups focus 100% of their attention on the only the very next hurdle they have in
front of them. I honestly can't fault this - I've done the same myself! Yes, manufacturing is first
and getting customers is second; broadly. But if you don't have the right strategy in place
before you accept a business model, oftentimes by accident, you may be setting yourself up
for some serious pain in the future.
In this example business, my clients had chosen the Grocery Store as their customer. This is
one version of a Wholesaler Model, where the retail sales are created and facilitated by
someone else; in this case, the Grocery Stores. It's GREAT if you can make it work; grocery
stores have access to a HUGE audience. This partnership could make the right business
very wealthy.

PRODUCT + CUSTOMER ≠ SUCCESS
While having a big, powerful, relatively high revenue customer seems ideal, it's not all
rainbows and butterflies. Those big, powerful customers also have their own agenda. In this
example, their agenda is their business model. They, like all businesses, want to have shared
success (if you're successful, you can continue to support them in their success). But their
business model is quite challenging all on it's own; and that's all they can focus on.

CHOOSE THE WRONG
STRATEGY, AND YOU'LL
LIKELY END UP IN TROUBLE
In other words, just making a product and selling it isn't enough. The right business model will
be carefully crafted through the right strategy for you, your business goals, needs, resources,
and your product.
Once I started working through this with my clients, I was able to break down why the
Grocery Store Wholesaler model may be a challenge for them:
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Grocery Stores often give "Net-90" payment terms, which don't come into effect until their
"Expirations and Returns" period has lapsed.
This could mean that you're waiting for 15-24 months after pre-paying for manufacturing
your product before you receive payment from your Grocery Store customers.
While that in itself is a challenge, your customer (the Grocery Store) will also continue to
order product during that time, potentially further compounding your cashflow issues.
There are multiple ways to get paid for your product. Having a solid strategy in place before
you need to choose your customers is an important key to success. If you wait and end up
with the wrong customer for your business, you could be in trouble.
I'll leave you with this:
Everyone needs to work with a mentor.
Everyone needs to work with a Strategist.
Everyone needs both.
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THE CHEF
The differences between a good plan and a bad plan are likely hard to spot. It can take a
professional to see the issues and help navigate through them while building a plan.
It takes a considered approach to ensure that your plan is a good plan. One might even say:
you have to strategically approach planning.

ONE MIGHT EVEN SAY:
YOU HAVE TO STRATEGICALLY
APPROACH PLANNING.
To give you perspective, here's a hypothetical story about a Chef creating a 5-star meal. In
this example, the meal is one which the Chef has cooked before. Don't misunderstand the
complexity or pressure here; just because the Chef has done this before doesn't make it any
less critical to get it just right this time as well.
A 5-star meal is the combination of: preparation and planning, talent and skill, and attention to
detail; and each of these elements must be executed nearly flawlessly to get that 5-star
rating.
Remember: the Chef doesn't know when the judges are eating in the restaurant.
The first thing the Chef does is plan the meal
The Chef then procures the ingredients
The Chef cleans and sets up the prep space
The space was likely cleaned at the end of the previous day’s work, but every Chef
always cleans at the beginning of the meal
The Chef takes a moment after cleaning to plan the approach to the meal
This includes identifying which pieces of each course need to be started ahead of time
(early-start) in order to arrive at completion of each course on time
With the plan mapped out, the Chef will then plan out the tools needed for the first course as
well as the early-start portions of the other courses (think pots, pans, knives, etc.), take them
out, and lay them out according to the flow of the meal and the personal preferences of the
Chef. Yes, each Chef approaches their personal flow in a very unique way. Finally, with
everything else ready to start cooking, the chef lays out the ingredients for the first course
and for the early-start food.
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THE CHEF
Ok, we’re going to stop here. Think for a moment about where the Chef is in the narrative.
The next step is now execution. The planning has all been completed.

DO YOU SEE THAT THE CHEF
HAS GONE THROUGH A
“PLANNING EXERCISE” FOUR
SEPARATE TIMES BEFORE
ACTUALLY COOKING ANYTHING?
The chef:
1. Planned the whole meal
2. Plans ahead for the long-pull items
3. Plans for the required tools
4. Plans the cooking flow for the first round of cooking.
Recall that in this example the Chef had prepared this meal before. If that was not the case,
the planning might also include a “proof of concept” style meal the day before. Then a demo
meal cooked again with real ingredients for the owner and the full restaurant team (other
chefs, serving staff, executive team) the night before the meal is due.
As you can see: planning is important.
In this example it's clear to see how a lack of planning might easily lead to poor execution
and potentially even failure. The longer cook-time items are a perfect example of stumbling
blocks which could result in a less than 5-star rating.
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Now we're going to discuss some of the broader challenges which can choke off the execution
capacity of sometimes even the best execution teams.
I don't even need to assume that your execution team is one of the best. If it's not, that's ok! You'll
see that there are considerations for the honest evaluation of your team's capacity to execute the
plan.

Plans that have too much complexity
Plans that are too detailed, or too rigid
Plans that are either unclear, or cannot be measured
Plans that fail to fully (or honestly) take into account the execution team, tools, and resources

Every single Strategy book, article, or presentation that I've ever seen has a different list of
significant failure opportunities that the reader should take heed of. This is my list, distilled down
from my experience and from my exposure to the accumulated knowledge of many other experts.
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1. TOO MUCH COMPLEXITY
"Too much complexity" should not be confused with "too detailed." A plan which requires too
much complexity could be a relatively high-level plan and not have a lot of detail.
Key Point:
Limit the complexities as much as possible.
Work done up front to limit complexities will save time and money later.
Look, sometimes your partners, stakeholders, and vendors are just doing things the way that
they do them because that's how they've always done them. Pay attention to the reason for
the constraints, and communicate the complex strategy which will be required in order to
meet those constraints.
Key Point:
Plan for success.
When you can't further limit complexity, plan for it carefully.
We've all been there, right? Some things just cannot be simplified. When you're backed into a
corner, and there's nothing you can do to further simplify your objectives. Just make sure that
your plan accounts for the complex nature of your goals.
Key Point:
Communicate EVERYTHING
There's no such thing as "overcommunication" from a leader. The more information you
share with the more partners, the better.
I've seen this happen too many times. I've done it myself! It may seem painfully obvious to
plan for success; but it's so often overlooked. Here's the deal: No one is perfect. Ask
everyone involved to help simplify the constraints and remove complex issues that arise from
them.
You'll be amazed at how much help you can get when you just ask for it. So ask. Ask your
team. Ask your mentor. Ask your Strategist.
To paraphrase Occam’s Razor:

ALL OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL,
REDUCE COMPLEXITY AS MUCH AS
POSSIBLE.
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2. TOO DETAILED OR RIGID
A top notch execution will often involve necessary detours and deviations. As was once
famously stated:

"A BATTLE PLAN NEVER SURVIVES
CONTACT WITH THE ENEMY."
- HELMUTH VON MOLTKE
While planning is important, and in many cases absolutely vital, the execution team needs to
have the capacity to make decisions in service to the objectives; they need to be able to
adjust for issues, limitations, or challenges that were either missed in the planning stage or
could not have been foreseen.
Key point:
It's ok to make mistakes.
In fact, mistakes are the spice of life! Allow for the fact that you, the strategist, can and will
make mistakes. Entrust to your execution team the ability to be fluid in the moment and
succeed because of the freedom that you've given them.
As with everything, there is such a thing as “too far” when giving freedom to your top-notch
execution team. While your execution teams should be both capable of, and free to adjust as
needed, they still need to have a clear and measurable path to follow.
Key point:
All adjustments to the plan, or "course corrections," that are made by your
execution team need to be documented.
These adjustments are critically important learning opportunities for you, your team, and your
organization!
These documented adjustments need to be sufficiently detailed, showing both the intended
plan at that stage, and the adjustments needed in order to reach the objectives. After the
execution team has documented their changes, the strategy team needs to spend the time to
learn everything they can about the adjustments made, why they were necessary, how this
could have been foreseen and planned for, and what the team can do differently in the future.
Key point:
Active learning is the most accurate measure of a team that will succeed.
The two sides of this point are the above: too detailed a plan makes every course correction
seem like a mistake; while too rigid a plan makes it impossible to even course correct.
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3. LACK OF CLARITY
It's the job of your strategist and planner (not always the same person) to ensure that the plan
is sufficiently detailed to allow the execution team to actually execute, and then to
communicate the plan effectively.
Key point:
Failure of the plan is often the result of a poorly communicated plan.
As a metaphor for this, think of a napkin blueprint, written in sharpie; while what you're
expecting out of the plan is the Taj Mahal… Good luck. Even the best execution team in the
world will not arrive at the Taj Mahal when their "plan" is a napkin sharpie blueprint. The plan
needs the level of clarity required to communicate both the finished product and the required
processes and components of that finished product, as well as a roadmap to that finished
product taking in to account the honest assessment of the execution team's capabilities. And,
in case you're wondering, no execution team alive today includes a mind-reader. So
communicate!
Key Point:
Communicating requirements, as well as all of the effects they have on your
strategy, is vital.
Requirements aren't good, or bad. They just are what they are. Your team needs to
understand them, and how they interact with the plan, and with execution of the plan, from
the start.
Here's an example from one of my clients:
I was given a requirement that operations be entirely outsourced while building an
operations-heavy business. This changes everything in the strategy and planning. It's not a
bad thing; nor would it have been a good thing to be required the opposite. But the fact that
there was a requirement is important.
Key Point:
Measurability is often a good litmus test for clarity.
I use this often when considering the clarity of a plan, and how to determine that execution
has been completed.
Some plans don't need the level of rigor and detail we're talking about here, like the detailed
blueprint for the Taj Mahal. Conversely, some plans require an extraordinarily detailed
approach; perhaps well beyond what you'd normally expect. Regardless of the detail
necessary, be sure that the plan never loses clarity (yes, too detailed can become unclear as
well), and is always measurable. A great mentor can help you sort through where your plan
needs to fit on this spectrum.
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4. THE EXECUTION TEAM
This is the logical progression of the points already made in 1-3. Proper planning and
communication can accomplish a LOT. However...
Key Point:

PLANNING ALONE DOES NOT
GUARANTEE SUCCESS

Strategy teams and senior management are well positioned to create strategic direction for
an organization. But these teams are necessarily separated from the execution teams and
"workforce" of the organization.
Key Point:
The result of this separation is that senior executives often have limited knowledge
of the depth and breadth of their execution team's capabilities.
This isn't a bad thing; that separation is necessary for the proper functionality of the business
or organization, and the potential knowledge gap that arises as a result of that is an
acceptable cost for the efficiency gains of functionalized roles (strategic, execution).
Senior executives cannot effectively do their jobs while being embedded inside the execution
teams on a day to day basis; and conversely, execution teams often need similar space from
senior executives in order for them to do their jobs.
However, this potential knowledge gap may well impede the organization's abilities in
creating comprehensive strategic plans. That's not to say that these plans are doomed to fail.
Far from it. As I said at the beginning: Senior Executives are well positioned to create
strategic direction for an organization.
This is simply one of the challenges of their positioning which needs to be managed
effectively; their separation from the execution teams increases the rigor required of the
organization as a whole in the review stages of the planning process.
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KEY LEARNINGS & TAKEAWAYS
1. Limit Complexities:
Limit complexities; plan for success; communicate everything
2. Too Detailed Or Rigid:
It's OK to make mistakes; All adjustments to the Plan need to be documented;
Active Learning is important
3. Lack of Clarity/Measurability:
Failure is often due to communication issues; communicate requirements as well
as plans; measurability is a litmus test for clarity
4. Capabilities of Execution Team:
Planning is insufficient for success; Senior Execs may not know full capabilities
of Execution team

We've all played the game Telephone. Everyone knows what the grade-school version of the
issue is: "the information that you receive via word of mouth is not always accurate". Here's
an alternate interpretation of the game:
Consider that the plan was to pass information from the first person in the Telephone
line to the last person in the Telephone line, through each person in the Telephone
line. The game would have you understand that listening and repeating is the
challenge.
I'd like to use the same metaphor as a strategic failure.
The strategist and planner should already have tried to work through the plan using my
list of failure points and adjusted accordingly.
See below how this might look:
1. Limit Complexity
The strategist should have seen the complexity that the multiple Telephone stations creates,
and limited that. This might have cut out some, or all, of the Telephone stations in between
the beginning and the end. This would, of course, ruin the game and invalidate the point.
Unless the point is: limit complexity.
Even if every station in the Telephone line needed to be involved, a central point of
communication would have been more effective in this instance.
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KEY LEARNINGS & TAKEAWAYS
2. Limit Rigidity
The strategist should have allowed and encouraged the execution team (the Telephone
stations) to accomplish the objectives (communicate the message to the end of the line) in a
better manner, if they can see how to do it. There are a variety of ways this might have
played out in the real world. Imagine the following 3 potential scenarios:
The Telephone Line has a "Team Lead" who recognizes the issues, and adjusts in some
way to improve delivery of the final product.
a) The team lead directs one of the Telephone Stations to step out of line, and take the
message directly to the end of the line.
b) The team lead directs the Telephone Station mentioned above to go to the end of the
line, telling the message to everyone along the way.
c) Any of the above options, but suggested by a Telephone Station to the team lead.
3. Ensure Clarity
This could be accomplished in a number of different ways. Here are two classic solutions to
this problem, one takes into account best practices in learning, the other is a process
solution:
a) The message could have been shared in a way which is highly memorable, like a
commercial jingle.
b) Each Telephone Station could have been required to check the message back to the
originator before passing it on.
4. Capabilities of the Execution Team:
Here are two reasonable scenarios which might change your approach dramatically, and
illustrate the point of "Capabilities of the Execution Team" well.
a) What if someone in the team was deaf?
I'm sure you can see how this would change things. I've worked with people who are deaf;
they're incredibly capable. And working with them on their terms has made me better at
communicating. It makes me think differently, plan differently.
b) What if someone on the team doesn't speak the primary language of the group well?
Similar to the Deaf example above, this changes the approach significantly, doesn't it?
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KEY LEARNINGS & TAKEAWAYS
What I like the most about this Telephone Game metaphor, and the thought experiment of
trying to solve the failure points for this metaphor is this: Each of the solutions that makes
sense here will also make sense in a lot of other strategic scenarios, even when this issue
isn't a primary issue.
So: Share and learn everything!

THE EXECUTION PREMIUM
I'd like to leave you with this final thought:
I have heard "The Execution Premium" mentioned many times. Sometimes it is in hushed
tones; other times as the main counterpoint to “don’t make the plan too rigid”. This is great for
Kaplan and Norton, since their book has achieved an enviable level of success. This is also
great for lazy Strategists and planners who don’t really want to learn from their mistakes and
become masters of their craft. That’s not me. And if you’re this far into this book, that’s not
you either.
If you hadn’t guessed by now: I don’t agree with Kaplan and Norton. I don’t agree with their
point that 70-90% of strategies fail during execution.
The execution team is the last place you should be looking to find points of failure. I could go
into a detailed analysis of why I approach planning, learning, and failures this way, but that’s
not what we’re here for.
My position on this is simple:
It’s our job as the Strategy team to ensure that the execution team has ALL of the capabilities
and tools necessary to complete their job successfully. Thus, execution failures are actually
almost always strategy failures.
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Next Steps
1. Draft your Business Strategy
2. Follow me on LinkedIn, Instagram,
and Twitter for regular Strategy tips and updates
3. Sign up for my seminar at: www.lucasroot.com

